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Lawsuit filed against fraternity m em bers in death
^ Parents of deceased
Brian Gillis sue nine
Sigma Chi members,
international organization
By Abbey Kingdon
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

Members of Sigma Chi fratemiry
are lx;ing served a summons and com
plaint that allegedly holds nine mem
bers respoasible for the death of Brian
Gillis, a Sigma Chi member who died
last
April
from
a GammaHyduTxybutrate (G H B) overdose.
Parents Patricia and Leo Gillis
have filed the lawsuit and are suing
the members for violatii>n of the edu
cation ctxfe, unfair business practices
and six causes of negligence, includ-

ing endangerment and abandon
ment, failure to obtain medical care
and infliction of emotional distress,
according to court dtxuments.
Tlie nine Sigma Chi members —
Joel Edwards, Nick CcKcimiglio,
Brian Schnarr, M att Stxlerstrom,
Adam Morte, Nick Potter, Mike
Garibaldi, Robert Ptnirman and
l^vid Seminski — are named in the
complaint becauk; they were men
tioned by many stTurces during the
investigation, and one of their wallets
was finind in Brian’s room, said
I'hniel O ’Neill, the Gillis’ attorney.
Sigma Chi members said they were
advised not to comment at this time.
Patricia and Leo G illis also
declined to comment on the case, but
O ’Neill said they filed the complaint
because they want to know what real-

ly happiened to Brian that night.
“Sigma Chi members initially dis
cussed Brian’s death, but shortly after
the incident the fraternity' w-ent on a
retreat, and after rhat no one would
talk alxiut the death,’’ O ’Neill said.
Sigma Chi members said talking
aKrut the incidents leading to Gillis’
death would violate a fraternity nile,
according to court documents.
A private investigator has gath
ered accounts of the events sur
rounding Gillis’ death from witness
es, the police reptTrt and the coroner’s
refHTit.
“(Sigma Chi members) claimed
he drove htime and even watched
television, but our dcxtor said he had
so much G H B in his system it would

see SIGMA CHI, page 4
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S igm a Chi is u n re c o g n iz e d by Cal Poly a n d has no cam pus a ffilia tio n .

M o re CSU b u d g e t
cuts p o ssib le

A theist
philosopher
A n to n y Flew
(rig h t) and
th eo lo g ia n
G ary
H aberm as
(le ft) d e b a t
ed w h e th er
Jesus Christ
rose fro m th e
d ead Friday
n ig h t in
Chum ash
A u d ito riu m .
The tw o m en
are both
in te rn a tio n 
ally kn ow n.
The discus
sion was th e
fin al even t o f
last week's
Veritas
Forum . See
fu ll story on
page 4.

By Jordan Schultz
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
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Priest to present'challenge of nonviolence'
By Jordan Schultz

S o cia l

MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

A ssociated Students Inc. and the Lutheran Stu dent

C h an g e,

Progressive

S tu d en t

A llia n c e ,

M ovem ent.
W ith in the last two decades, Father Jo h n Dear has

T h e event is part o f a stKial ju stice speaker pro

been arrested more than IS times for acts of civil dis

gram put on by Newman C ath o lic C enter, said Sister

obedience.

Mary Pat W h ite , associate director

His crim e? Spreading a message o f peace and n o n 
violent activism to citizens o f the world.
will bring his message to C al Poly on Thursday.
The

C h a llen g e

“O n e o f our goals is to reach out beyond the cen ter
and raise consciousness about peace, ju stice and

Dear, a Jesuit priest and longtim e peace activist,
P eace:

♦
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The battle over Truth'

“W aging

♦

of

A ctiv e

N on violen ce” will be presented at 7 p.m. in Chumash
Auditorium. W hat Dear calls the im m orality o f war,
public peacem aking and alternatives to violence will
be among the topics pre.sented.
T h e discussion is sponsored by Newmiu\ C ath o lic
C enter, the Lutheran Campus M inistry, Students for

world issues for the campus and com m unity at large,”
she said.

C alifornia State University stu
dents will again feel the crunch of
the state’s ongoing budget crisis in
the fotm of possible fee increases and
reductions to nearly every aspect of
the system, a C S U spokeswoman
said.
T h e Jan. 10 release of G ov. Davis’
2 0 0 3 -0 4 state budget included a
$326 m illion cut to the C al Poly 23
campuses. A reduction in all pro
grams and services and an increased
student to faculty ratio are among
the adjustments to he made as a
result o f the cut.
If approved by the C S U Board of
Trustees, a 25 percent undergraduate
fee increase could be implemented
in fall o f 2003, C S U spokeswoman
Clara Potes-Fellow said.
T h e governor also included a 20
percent reduction in student ser
vices, which could affect academic
advising, career centers, tutoring ser
vices, psychological counseling and
health services, Potes-Fellow said.
The
elim in ation
of various
recruitm ent programs, as well as a
reduction in part-time faculty and
administrative positions, may also
LKCur.
Details pertaining to the individ
ual campuses haven’t materialized
yet, said Larry Kelley, Cal Poly vice
president o f adm inistration and
finance.
“It’s toc) early and too dangerous
to speculate to what level these cuts
will be effected on campus,” he said.

‘7 t’s too early and too dan^
gerous to speculate to what
level these cuts will be
effected on campus."
Larry Kelley
vice president of
administration and finance
Kelley said a review of the budget
will take place early this month to
identify .specific impacts among each
o f the campuses.
“W e are interested in seeing the
numbers that apply more directly to
C al Poly,” he .said.
Cuts of this magnitude have
plagued the C S U system in the past,
Potes-Fellow said. Between 1991 and
1994 substantial reductions resulted
in a hiring freeze and the cancella
tion of many classes. T here was no
funding available for enrollm ent
growth, and the system experienced
a large decline in its numbers of new
students during this period, she .said.
C al Poly enrollm ent is currently
at maximum capacity, but the gover
nor has set aside funds to accom m o
date growth among the campuses.
“O ne of the interesting parts of
the governor’s budget is the new
funding for current and future
en rollm en t grow th,” K elley said.
“W e’ll be watching closely to .see
how this relates to Cal Poly.”
T h e C S U system will conduct a

see BUDGET, page 2

Dear has w ritten numerous books and articles on
peace and justice and most recently served as a chap 
lain for police officers, firefighters and fam ilies affect
ed by the Sep t. 11 terrorist attacks.
He has spent tim e in war zones around the world

....

see DEAR, page 2

► February is Black History M onth. Mustang Daily will highlight a black
inventor from history everyday this m onth on page 2.
► See tomorrow's Mustang Daily for a story on Black History Month
events at Cal Poly.
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continued from page 1
and has spoken in open defiance of
war and nuclear weapons. His n o n 
violent protests have led to m ulti
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ple arrests and tim e in prison.
W h ite said since the country is
on the cusp o f war, D ear’s message
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is im portant in helping to broaden
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a vision against vengean ce and
retaliation.
“1 think Dear can bring c o n 
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sciousness to campus and help stu
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dents be aware of th eir world,” she
said. “W e have to bring the message
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of peace as close to hom e as we
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cess of his n onviolen t activism . Sh e
said

she

encourages
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BUDGET

during this crisis.

continued from page 1

omy,” Potes-Fellow said. “If the gov

will im pact students.
“I th ink C al Poly students as a
whole are pretty a p a th e tic,” she
said. “I t’s very valuable for them to
be exposed to som eone who is not.
(D ear) will be very inspirational to
all o f us.”
W h ite said the goal o f the dis
cussion is to help educate people
about war and its effects.
“It’s your world,” she said. “It is
young

people

who

w ill

decide

w hether or not to make it p eace
ful.”

“It all depends on the state’s econ 
ernor’s budget does not fund enroll

f

m ent
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series of special meetings during the
next several months to consult with
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provosts and student, faculty, staff
and alumni leaders, will begin m eet
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fee

increase, the situation will get worse
Business

senior

Coming up this week

N icholas

jerkovich said he would support a fee

^Zionism: Myths and the Reality ForumThe second M iddle East forum will take
place tonight from 6 to 8 in Chumash
Auditorium,
^Physics Colloquium- Dr, Rand Worland,
from the University of Puget Sound
Department of Physics, will speak on holo
graphic interferometry Tuesday at 11 a,m,
in building 52, room E26.
^Intramural Tournament Sign Up Students can now sign up at the Ree
Center front desk for a table tennis tourna
ment Feb, 5, a bowling tournament Feb, 20
and a whiffle ball tournament March 8,

increase due to the current and
future econom ic problems the state
is facing.
“T his fee increase will provide the

ing monthly rather than their usual
four times a year. T h e C S U Board of

funds necessary to allow our future

Trustees’ Com m ittee on Finance will
also meet more frequently.

needed to succeed,” he said.

students the quality of education
T h e final budget is scheduled to

A budget summit attended by
campus presidents, associated stu

he approved by the governor on July
1, but the deadline may be missed as

dent presidents, chairs of academic
senates and leaders from the

a result of the budget problems.
Kelley said every attempt will be

Statewide Academ ic Senate and the
C alifornia
S ta te
Student

c

and

for the C S U system.”

various constituency groups about
the budget crisis, Potes-Fellow said.
T h e System Budget Advisory
Com m ittee, made up of presidents,

growth

made to m aintain the quality o f edu

Association will be held in midM arch in Long Beach, Potes-Fellow

cation at C al Poly during these diffi

said.
In May, the governor will present

“Cal Poly will continue to make

cult times.
all efforts to direct all available

a revised version o f his budget, and

resources in support of the academic

more questions will be answered
regarding the fate of the C S U system

programs and mission of the institu
tion,” he said.

Black inventors in history -

u

Frederick M cKinley Jones
invented air conditioning for the
transportation of food in trucks
and trains in 1922.
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Encourage your students to turn
their senior projects or master’s theses
into research cometition entries!
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“V iolence often causes situations
where in n ocen t citizens are v ictim 
ized and oppressed,” she said. “I
th in k that it is im portant to always
exp lore a lte rn ativ e s to v io len ce
and war.”
W h ite said she agrees with D ear’s
message o f focusing on establishing
A m ericans as peaceful people not
re tic e n t about taking a stand
against war and violence.
“T h e re
is enough v io len ce
already out th ere ,” she said. “L e t’s
do som ething else.”
A rt and design ju n io r Sab ih a
Basrai, a co-d irector o f P SA , said
she is looking forward to hearing a
personal account o f the issues Dear
has been involved in and the suc

can.
S o c ia l
scie n ce
senior
A li
Schlageter, director o f Students for
Social C hange, said the event will
provide education for those who
need more inform ation regarding
the possible war and will inspire
anti-w ar activists to rem ain dedi
cated to their beliefs.
“T h is event will open the eyes of
the com munity and students,” she
said. “It provides us with the oppor
tunity to hear tremendous stories of
both struggle and hope.”
Dear’s credibility on the subject
stems from his first-hand experi
ences with those who have suffered
from injustice and the damaging
effects o f war, Schlag eter said.

DEAR

â^ ^
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NationalBriels
Bush's budget proposes tax cuts
and record deficits
W A SH IN G TO N
— President
Bush will send Congress a $2.23 tril
lion spending plan Monday featuring
new tax cuts to boost the economy, a
conservative tilt to major social pro
grams and record deficits for the next
two years — shortfalls that Democrats
blame on Bush’s tax cuts.
W hite House budget officials said
Sunday the president’s tax and spend
ing blueprint, complete with dozens of
agency briefings, will roll out as sched
uled despite Saturday’s space shuttle
disaster.
Bush’s budget outline for the 2004
fiscal year, which begias Oct. 1, is
required by law to be sent to Gmgress
the first Monday in February. The
numbers and spending priorities
undoubtedly will change somewhat
over the next several months as
Congress acts on his request.
TTe Columbia tragedy certainly
will prompt added scrutiny to the pres
ident’s spending proposal for N A SA,
which has come under heavy criticism
from Congress in recent years because
of cost overruns for the orbiting space
station and other programs.
Total government spending first
topped $2 trillion in Bush’s first budget
in 2002, 15 years after Rtinald Reagan
gave the country its first $1 trillion fed

eral budget.
Bush’s new spending plan, which
will set off months of congressional
debate, projects that deficits will hit an
all-time high in dollar terms — $307
billion for the current fiscal year and
$304 billion for 2004, with both years
surpassing the previous record of $290
billion set by Bush’s father in 1992.
The administration says, however,
that this year’s deficit will be just 2.8
piercent of the overall $10.5 trillion
U.S. economy — far below the 4.7
percent level hit in 1992 and an
amount acceptable for an economy
struggling to emerge from recession.

Recovery team s hunt fo r shuttle
debris
D O U G LA SS, Texas — O n horse
back and in four-wheel-drives, hun
dreds of law officers and volunteers
tromp)ed through piney woods, over
pastures and through swamps Sunday,
looking for pieces of Columbia that
could explain what brought the shuttle
down.
Pieces as small as a quarter and as
big as a pickup were being secured and
will eventually be analyzed at
Barksdale Air Force Base next door in
Louisiana.
Experts will try to reassemble sec
tions of the shuttle to figure out how it
broke apart and why. Before the shut
tle went up, every piece was numbered
and carefully cataloged.

Through thick woods that are
home to wild hogs and bobcats, 75
volunteers and law officers carried out
their hunt near Hemphill on the
Louisiana line.

Intemat ionalBr iets
In Saddam's Iraq, brutality and
fam ily ties keep m ilitary com
manders in line
C A IR O ,
Egypt —
Saddam
Hussein’s generals who might be
tempted to respond to calls from U .S.
and Arab officials to mount a coup
against their president could be dis
suaded by recalling one fellow gener
als’ name — Kamel Sachet.
In 1998, Saddam ordered Sachet’s
execution, reportedly merely because
Sachet had been unlucky enough to
receive a letter from a former Iraqi
chief of staff who had become an out
spoken critic of his old boss after find
ing refuge in Denmark.
W ith such tactics — in addition to
ensuring his top men are implicated in
his worst crimes and by stacking his
military command with close relatives
and members of his clan — Saddam
may believe he’s coup-prcx)f.
Saddam’s survival for a quarter of a
century has depended on a ruthless
response to any hint of dissent. Some
were executed for plotting against the
leader, and Saddam is believed to have
killed scores of army commanders after

5 R A N D

his spies in their ranks reported signs of
disloyalty.
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ABIDJAN, Ivory Coast — Ivory
G>ast paramilitary police fired guns
and tear gas Sunday to disperse rcxkthrowing mobs angered by the killing
of a well-known comedian and politi
cal figure.
The riots were the latest violence in
Ivory Coast’s commercial hub,
Abidjan, where loyalists of President
Laurent Gbagbo have been protesting
for the past two weeks against a power
sharing peace deal that representatives
of Gbagbo’s government signed with
rebels to end a four-month civil war.
Sunday’s rioters, however, were
hundreds of supporters of the govern
ment opposition, who suspected
Gbagbo’s party of being responsible for
the shooting death of T V host Ash
Karamoko Kamara.
Kamara’s family found his bulletridden body Sunday morning on a
street in Adjame, one of two working
class neighborhoods where riots broke
out. Helicopters whirred overhead as
officers struck protesters with clubs,
fired guns in the air and loaded rioters
into police vans.

O P E N I N G

Briefs compiled from The Associated
Press wire service by Mustang Daily
news editor Andra Coberly.
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"Bad Boys on th« Big Screen” February film series
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8 pm in Chumash Auditorium • FPiEE
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Busintsss Center
Billiards
Fitness Center
Media Center
Swimming Pool & Spa
W ater Volleyball
Multiple Telephone Outlets
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Washer/Dryer Connechons^
Large Patios or Balconies
Spadoos Qosets
Convenient to Shopping & Dining
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J A C K A S S : THE MOVI E

Popcorn will be provided Upcf^riig films in the series include

Opposition riot opens second
w eek o f violent protests in trou
bled Ivory Coast

SARAVENA, Colombia — Leftist
guerrillas freed an American photogra
pher and a British reporter on
Saturday after kidnapping them 11
days earlier in one of the most violent
regions of Colombia.
Scott Dalton, of Conroe, Texas, and
Ruth Morris, a British citizen raised in
Southern California, were the first for
eign journalists to be kidnapped in
Colom bia’s four-decade-long war.
Both live in Bogota and had been in
Arauca on assignment for the Los
Angeles Times.
T he National Liberation Army,
known as the ELN, released the jour
nalists to an International Red Cross
delegate in eastern Colombia, not far
from where they were abducted. Red
Cross spokesman Carlos Rios said.
T he pair was driven in a van to a
shrapnel — and bullet-scarred airport
in Saravena — a town in Arauca state
near the Venezuelan border. TTiey
smiled and waved to reporters before
boarding a Red Cross plane to the cap
ital, Bogota, where they were taken to
the U .S. Embassy.
Their colleagues and friends in the
Colombian capital, and those who had
traveled to Arauca to cover the kid
napping, were ecstatic after Morris, 35,

v e n t s

See this film for free on the bg screen before its avatiabie on video

and Dalton, 34, were freed.

Foreign journalists released after
11 days held captive by rebels
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Featuring ADDICT MERCHANTS
Wadnasday. February 5
6:304:30 pm in BackStage Pizza • FREE
Hading from Sacramento. Addict Merchants nlroAiced to the music
world a fresh s(xmd derived from the American Jazz Era harmonized

N O W

wibi the present hus8e of Hip4fop culture

L E A S IN G

for 2 0 0 3 - 2 0 0 4

UU H O U R
Featuring NEW TOMORROW
Thursday, February 6
11 am in the UU Plaza-FREE

Valencia ^

This favorite local punk band rocks the house around San Luis
County. They also perform shows in Ventura and can be found
playing along with Assa Nine and Two Hand Touch. TNs year they
played at the S a i Francisco Warped Tourf

STEP AFRI KA!
Friday, February 7
7:30 pm in Chumash Auditorium • F f^ E
A powerlul a^ b o rath re project between young artists from the United
States and the South Africa based Soweto Dance Theatre. This high
energy performance includes stepping, tap. South Africa) dances.
Zulu, gumboot, clogging, hip hop house and freestyle danong
Presented m cetebration of Black History Month

’ ■
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Townhouse Apartments for Students
Great Amenities...

♦Private Bedrooms
♦GPA Discounts 5% - 10%
*9.5 and 11.5 Month Leases
*Recreation Center
*Weight Room
♦Computer Lab w/ Free Internet
♦TV Lounge
*Heated Pool
♦Close to Shopping
*On City Bus Route
*24 Hour Staff

Tour a Furnished Model
Mon - Fri 9am - 5pm or
Sat & Sun 10am - 2pm
Call for an application or apply online at
...............
www.ValenciaApartments.com
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Eminent philosophers discuss resurrection of Jesus
By Jenni Mintz
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

The nature of philosophers is not
to win the debate; it is to deliver the
truth. For renowned atheist philoso
pher Antony Flew, the truth flies in
the face of what many consider
sacred.
Flew spoke on two very different
subjects for the Veritas Forum Friday,
delivering his first speech, “T he New
Testament and the Koran: A
Comparison,” Friday afternoon in
Chumash Auditorium.
W ith the Middle East gaining an
increasing amount ot media atten
tion, Flew said he believes that his
message is impnirtant to deliver so the
youth can have greater understanding
of Islam.
“1 think it is very important for
today’s youth to have understanding
of the fundamental differences
between Islam and America, so that
Americans can recognize the reasons

why certain Islamic people are a men
ace, the reasons why we are fighting,
and reasLins why there is a fundamen
tal hostility on the Islamic side,” Flew
said.
Some students said they felt the
first seminar spurred interest and con
templation in a topic needing more
investigation.
“1 have a greater understanding of
predestination versus free will, and
how difficult it can be to really deter
mine the outcome of life,” said com
puter engineering senior Jason Sutor.
“1 liked hearing a fresh p>erspective on
how life works.”
Others said they felt that although
they didn’t learn any new informa
tion and weren’t swayed by Flew, it
was still worthwhile to attend.
“1 thought that the sf>eaker was
extrapolating a vague idea beyond
the original scope of the idea in order
to build an argument that Gcxl could
n’t be good, in it’s traditional identi
ty,” said mechanical engineer junior

Andrew Miller. “He logically dis
proved something that 1 didn’t really
believe anyway. However, his argu
ment made me more aware of the
breadth of theological interpreta
tion.”
A t 8 p.m.. Flew and theologian
Gary Habermas debated whether
Jesus Christ rose from the dead.
Hundreds of students and commu
nity members poured into the audito
rium to watch the discussion between
the two eminent scholars.
“(Flew) had a surprisingly weak
argument for being one of the leading
atheist philosophers in the world,”
said civil engineering freshman Ethan
Dotson. “1 was very disappointed.”
Flew discussed the history of the
region, Christ’s crucifixion and what
many consider evidence Christ rose
from the dead.
Cal Poly philosophy professor Joe
Lynch was the mediator.
“1 think it was a good event,”
Lynch said. “1 think what was inter-

SIGMA CHI

minutes, according to court documents.
“There is evidence that G H B was

“TTie Cal Poly chapter is no longer

continued from page 1

used at the party by others; it is likely

recognized as a Sigma C hi chapter,”

that Gillis took it at the party,” O ’Neill

said Ben Fjosne, associate director of

said. “If he took it intentionally, there is

chapter development for Sigma Chi

no reason he would take that much.”

International.

be impossible to drive home,” O ’Neill
said.

esting, was in the end, there is a lot
more agreement than one would
have thought. W hen you get to the
end, and Antony Flew says that he
can’t say the opposing belief is irra
tional, then the beliefs of the resur
rection are plausible.”
Flew, 80, has written more than 20
books, and has published more than
72 articles and pamphlets.
Flew earned his bachelor’s and
master’s degrees from Oxford and his
doctorate from Keele University in
England. He is now a professor emer
itus in philosophy at the University of
Reading, England.
Habermas is the Distinguished
Professor Apologetics and Philosophy
as well as chairman o f the
Department o f Philosophy and
Theology at Liberty University in
Lynchburg, Va. He earned a master’s
degree in philosophical theology from
the University of Detroit and a doc
torate in history and philosophy from
Michigan State University, as well as

a doctorate in theology from Oxford.
Many students seemed pleased to
have such worldly scholars present at
the debate.
“Cal Poly doesn’t usually get a lot
out of listening to speakers, but in this
case, they did,” Sutor said. “1 wish
that more forums and opportunities
to listen to philosophical or political
speakers could be brought to Cal
Poly. 1 think that these forums are a
good way to stimulate minds that
would usually be focused on partying
and drinking, and forgetting that
their life had some kind of meaning.”
Lynch said he thought the discus
sion was very profitable if students
were able to follow the presenters’
logic.
“(Flew) has rubbed shoulders with
some of the greatest minds,” he said.
“If I could last that long, 1 would be
very lucky.”

also named in the lawsuit.

"There is evidence that G H B was used at the party by
others; it is likely that Gillis took it at the party."
Daniel O'Neill
Gillis'attorney

In court documents, Gillis’ parents

He said the members have alumni

According to the toxicology report,

said they believe that unfair and unlaw

status, but they are no longer permitted

Gillis had a blood G H B level of 915

ful business practices are ongoing

to have real Sigma Chi gatherings. The

Sigma C hi International will only

Gillises want compensatory damages

milligrams per liter. Ingestion of 915

throughout local chapters under the

Cal Poly Sigma Chi chapter was sus

take action against the members if they

in an amount to be proven at trial, to

milligrams per liter of G H B would ren

control of Sigma Chi International,

pended by the international organiza

are found guilty.

punish the defendants and to deter

der a person unconscious within 12 to

and the practices will continue unless

tion in August 2(X)2 because of a vari

15 minutes and comatose within 45

restrained. Sigma Chi International is

ety of incidents, including the events

io

n

surrounding Gillis’ death, Fjosne said.

“Then they will be expelled for con
duct unbecoming,” Fjosne said.

e

o

According to court documents, the

others from engaging in similar wrong
ful acts in the future.
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Survey: Students not studying
By Charlotte Hsu
D aily Bruin (U .C alifornia -L os A ngeles)

(U -W IR E ) LO S A N G ELES —
This year’s freshmen class studied less in
high school than any class in at least 37
years, a new U CLA study says.
According to a survey conducted by
the Higher Education Research
Institute at UCLA’s Graduate School
of Education and Information Studies,
a record-high number of students spent
fewer than six hours doing homework
their senior year of high school, with
15.9 percent of students reporting they
studied less than one hour per week.
Despite not studying as much, over
45 percent of entering freshmen at fouryear colleges and universities in 2002
reported earning an “A ” average in
high school.
“W hat we’re finding is students are
able to get better grades than ever
before and put less time into studying,”
said Linda Sax, a U CLA education
professor, who directed the survey.
Students are more informed about
what it takes to get an “A ”, said Sax,
which sometimes means contesting
grades with teachers or having parents
speak with teachers about students’
grades in high school. There is an
increase in focus on actual grades,
paired with a decrease in focus on good
study habits to earn those grades. Sax
said.
“It’s just not as hard to get an ‘A’ as it
used to be in high school,” Sax said.
These dwindling rigors of high
school may leave many lacking readi
ness for college.
“In high school, it was more
mechanical work, but (in college) you

''What w e r e finding is students are able to get better
grades than ever before and put less time into study• ))
mg.
Linda Sax
UCLA education professor
have to read and learn material,” said
Kay Lee, a first-year aerospace engi
neering student.
First-year electrical engineering stu
dent Brian Cheung earned a high GPA
and spent 10 hours a week studying
during high school.
“I came from a pretty competitive
high school,” Cheung said. “Most stu
dents were pretty concerned about
their GPAs.”
W ith the amount of studying he did,
Cheung said he found it easy to be suc
cessful academically during his high
school years.
Sax offered another possible explartation for a decrease in the amount of
time students studied, citing survey
results indicating an increase in com
puter use among students.
A n all-time high of 89.3 percent of
respondents said they used the comput
er frequently, with 78.4 saying they
used the Internet for homework and
research. Cheung said the computer
was a useful tool for him in high school,
especially for research purposes.
Following a four-year trend, entering
freshmen are also partying, drinking
and smoking less. Only 46.5 percent
repcYited drinking beer frequently or
occasionally in the past year — an alltime low since the survey began 37
years ago.
A possible explanation for the con-

tinned decline in partying and drinking
is that students who responded to the
survey grew up in a time marked with
vigorous anti-drug campaigns.
“These students grew up in an age
where the anti-drug campaigns were
incredibly vocal in their high schools
and communities,” Sax said.
Lee said she worked hard in high
school and continues to work hard
now. Lee said the reason she does not
party is because she is short on time.
“It’s hard to get good grades now,”
she said. “I don’t have a chance to
party. 1 wotk and go to school.”
Additional survey results indicate a
rising interest in political affairs in the
first class to enter college after the Sept.
11, 2001, terrorist attacks. Nearly 33
percent of freshmen reported keeping
up with politics as a “very important” or
“essential” part of life.
T he attention to politics. Sax said,
was important because it was part of a
two-year trend indicating increased
interest.
Third-year student Daniel Setquina
said his freshman year was focused on
living in the dorms and adjusting to
college life. He said students may have
become more involved in politics and
in keeping up with the news due to
recent events, among them the hotly
contested presidential election of
2000 .
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Stanford weighs in on
new birth control
By Camille Ricketts
T he Stanford D aily (Stanford U.)

(U -W IR E) STAN FORD , Calif. —
By the end of the year, the Fo<xl and
Drug Administration may approve a
new birth control pill, commonly
called Seasonale, which may have a
dramatic impact not only on contra
ceptive methods but also on female
lifestyles.
W hen Seasonale is used correctly,
it can effectively reduce the number
of periods a woman has each year from
13 to four. W hile this unique asp>ect of
the pill has some women and medical
professionals at Stanford University
anxioasly awaiting its release, many
others remain skeptical.
Seasonale is compxjsed of estrogen
and progestin, two hormones regular
ly found in other oral contraceptives.
W hile the cumulative amount of hor
mones contained in Seasonale is
lower than that of other birth control
pills, such as Levlen and Ortho Tri
Cyclen, it must be taken 84 days in a
row rather than the standard 21 days
before the customary seven-day break.
Similar to other conventional birth
control pills. Seasonale works by sup
pressing ovulation and preventing the
development of an endometrium layer
in the uterus.
“W omen have informally been
achieving the effects of Seasonale for
years by simply skipping the week of
placebos in their regular birth control
pills,” said Kati Willoughby, a

women’s health and Herstory coordi
nator at the Women’s Community
Center.
“Providing a pill specifically intend
ed for this will hcipefully lead to gteater
communication about the issue
between patients and health-care
providers.”
There are relatively few health con
cerns related to the use of Seasonale.
Negative side effects include breast
tenderness and blood clots in very rare
cases, though these symptoms were
reported to disappear within the first
several months of use. Research has
also concluded that the pill will not
enhance a woman’s chances of devel
oping breast cancer.
In fact, physicians suggest that men
strual suppression resulting from the
use of the pill may even be healthy for
women.
“In a primitive society, women may
only have 10 or 20 periods in her life
because she is pregnant or breastfeed
ing the rest of the time,” said Dr. Jerry
Shefren, a director in the obstetrics
and gynecology department at the
School of Medicine.
“Having regular 28-day cycles year
after year may in fact be abnormal.”
Some doctors believe women who
ovulate regularly without getting preg
nant have higher risks of certain can
cers and endometriosis. Oral contra
ceptives are shown to cut the risk of
uterine and ovarian cancer.
The pill is still pending government
approval; however, it may be avail
able with prescription by the end of
this year.
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Engineers start piecing together
evidence from space shuttle accident

Draft inefficient.
Pentagon leaders say
By David Crary

A m erican citizenship.
W h ile the Pentagon and the
AP N ational W riter
Bush adm inistration support anN E W Y O R K — During the a ll-v o lu n tee r m ilitary, a broad
V ietnam War, presidents and the constituency favors some type of
P en tago n defended th e draft, universal national service, either
w hile
th e
p eace
m ovem ent m ilitary duty or a civ ilian alterna
assailed it. A s A m erica edges tive.
toward a possible new war, roles
“T h e problem with the all-v ol
have reversed.
unteer force is th at the children of
Backed by other opponents of a A m erica’s elite are not serving,”
war w ith Iraq, R ep . C h arles said
C h arles
M oskos,
a
R angel, D -N .Y., has proposed that N orthw estern U niversity sociolo
the draft — shelved since 1973 — gist who studies military issues.
be rein stated in the nam e of “It’s not good for the military, and
“shared sacrifice.”
it’s not good for the n atio n .”
T h e Pentagon disagrees, insist
Moskos has proposed a th ree
ing th a t tod ay’s all-v o lu n tee r
tiered draft —
forces are more Y .................................................................... s p e c i f i c a l l y
e ffic ie n t
and
designed
to
p r o fe s s io n
a’
------j
,
I
, I
include
iiic iu u ^
college
scripts.
D e f e n s e

Secretary
D o n a l d

''With the all-volunteer
orce doing such a fine job,
YYiigfii be difficult tO
i
,
/■
the cose JOY remstdting the draft.*'

Rum sfeld has
gone
further,
asserting at a
news
c o n fe r
e n ce
th at
draftees added
ad van tage”
to

graduates

—

with the choice
to serve with the
armed forces, a
homeland secu-

Steven Thomas

Border

American Legion spokesman

Patrol, or a pub
lic service orga
nization such as

‘no

value,

no

th e
m ilitary
because they served for such brief
periods.
A fte r
m em bers
of
C ongress and veteran s groups
protested, Rum sfeld apologized,
but made cle a r he opposes a
return to conscription.
S till, R a n g e l’s proposal —
though unlikely to win passage —
has revived a dorm ant national
d ebate about th e co n ce p t o f
mandatory national service. It is a
discussion th a t creates unusual
allies and goes to the heart of

the Peace Corps,
O n college campuses, opinions
about the draft are deeply divided.
“I don’t o b ject to the argument
that th ere’s a socio-econ om ic bias
in th e m ilitary, but remedying
that with a draft is ridiculous,”
said U niversity o f Virginia sopho
m ore C h ris W ilso n . “1 would
protest every step o f the way.”
A t the U niversity o f O regon,
law student Philip Huang suggest-

seeDRAR,page 10
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By Paul Recer
AP Science W riter

C A P E C A N A V E R A L , Fla. —
N A SA engineers on Sunday began
assembling a grim jigsaw puzzle,
taking precise satellite m easure
ments o f where C olum bia debris
landed to learn why the n atio n ’s
oldest space shuttle disintegrated
just m inutes from hom e.
N A S A c h ie f S e a n O ’Keefe
named a former Navy admiral to
oversee an independent review of
the accid ent, and said investigators
initially would focus on whether
insulation from a phased-out fuel
tank caused damage th at ultim ately
doomed the shuttle.
“T h a t’s one o f the earliest indi
cations. It’s one o f the areas we’re
looking at first, early, to make sure
that the investigative team is c o n 
centrating on that theory,” O ’Keefe
said as he vowed a thorough inves
tigation during a round o f appear
ances on Sunday talk shows.
T h e focus for now is whether
insulation th at broke loose from a
fuel tank during th e shu ttle
C olum bia’s ascent on Jan . 16 dam
aged h e a t-p ro tectin g tiles, u lti
mately dooming the sh u ttle’s return
to Earth 16 days later.
T h e m anufacturer o f the fuel
tank disclosed Sunday th at N A SA
used an older version o f the tank,
w hich th e space agency began
phasing out in 2000. N A SA ’s pre
flight press inform ation stated the
shuttle was using one o f the newer
super-lightweight fuel tanks.
Harry Wadsworth, a spokesman
for Lockheed, the tank maker, said
m ost sh u ttle lau nches use th e
“super-lightw eight” tank and the

The Space agency is being careful not to lock onto any
one theory too soon.
Sean O'Keefe
NASA Chief

older version is no longer made.
Wadsworth said he did not know if
there was a difference in how insu
lation was installed on the two
types o f tanks.
O ’K eefe emphasized th at th e
space agency was being careful not
to lock onto any one theory too
soon. He vowed to “leave absolute
ly no stone unturned.”
For a second day, searchers
scoured forests and rural areas over
500 square miles o f East Texas and
western Louisiana for bits o f m etal,
ceram ic tiles, com puter chips and
in su lation from th e shattered
spacecraft. State and federal offi
cials, treating the investigation like
a m ulti-county crim e scene, were
protecting the debris until it can be
catalogued, carefully collected and
th en trucked to Barksdale A ir
Force Base in Louisiana.
T h e effort to reconstruct what is
left of C olum bia in to a rough ou t
line o f the shuttle will be tedious
and painstaking.
W h en a shuttle piece was locat
ed this weekend, searchers left it in
place until a precise global position
satellite reading could be taken.
Each shuttle part is numbered;
N A S A officials say experts hope to
trace th e fallin g path o f each
recovered piece and learn when in
the fiery re-entry it cam e o ff o f the
spacecraft.
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G eh m a n ’s panel will also sift
through the C olum bia wreckage,
and com e to its own conclusions
about what happened.
jo in in g G ehm an on the com m is
sion are four other m ilitary officers
and two federal aviation safety offi
cials.
Som e body parts from the sevenmember astronaut crew have been
recovered and are being sent to a
m ilitary morgue in Dover, Del.
C olum bia cam e apart 2 0 0 ,0 0 0
feet over Texas while it was streak
ing at more than 1 2 ,000 miles an
hour toward the Kennedy Space
C enter. A long vapor trail across
the sky marked the rain o f debris
over the heavily forested Texas and
Louisiana countryside.

General Information Meetings

Same Day Service Available

Entries:

Jr-

S u m m e ^ in S p a d n

Fine A rt

541-3455

T h e goal is to estab lish a
sequence o f how parts were ripped
off C olum bia as it endured the
intense heat and pressure o f the
high-speed re-entry in to the atm os
phere.
A t least 20 en gin eers from
U n ited Sp ace A llia n c e , a key
N A S A co n tractor for the shuttle
program, were dispatched
to
Barksdale for what is expected to
be a round-the-clock investigation.
In addition to N A SA ’s investiga
tion, O ’Keefe named an indepen
dent panel to be headed by retired
Navy admiral Harold W. G ehm an

All entres wil become the propet ty
of the Cal Poly Rose Float Prog-am.
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If you have any que-.tions, please call the Rose flo a t Office at 756-1268.
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Sinners at the hand
o f an advertising God
he sun was shining, the birds were chirping, people were wearing less clothing. It was 80 degrees
outside, and it was January. We were driving back firom the beach, cruising at a respectable clip
of about 85 mph as a flurry of advertisements beckoned our call from the side of the freeway.
Interspersed between billboards for Denny’s and the Paso Robles Inn, a boring, black and white sign
managed to stick out like a sore thumb. It read: “Need a marriage counselor? I’m available. - God”
In the backseat, Shane, one of our formerly pasty, newly sunburned partners-in-crime, had a disturbed
look on his face. Maybe it was because his red skin was sticking to the hot leather seat, but we thought
it was because he didn’t like the billboard.
“Forget the marriage counselor,” he said. “I need a divorce lawyer.”
And with Shane’s comment, we had a revelation. We were enlightened. W hat other types of God
billboards have been immaculately conceived? We were now
on a crusade to find more of these so-called advertisements.
With the help of our good friends at Google, we discovered
that these boards originated in Florida as part of a non-profit
effort to get more people to go to church, and now they have
made their way out West. We found a whole list of these
“Signs from God,” and we did what came naturally to us - we
made fun of them.
These are some other messages from him that can be spot
ted throughotit the nation, with, of course, our responses to
them.
Let's meet at my house Sunday before the game. - G od
OK, we’ll bring the kegs of water. You can turn them into
beer.
W hat part o f "Thou Shalt N o t...” didn’t you understand.^ God
‘Thou’ and ‘shalt.’ Are you sure that’s English?
C ’mon over and bring the lads. - G od
Sure, just as long as you don’t turn on those R. Kelly videos
we’ve heard so much about.
W e need to talk. - G od
Please stop - you’re beginning to sound like my girlfriend.
Loved the wedding, invite m e to the marriage. - G od
Actually, you should check out the honeymoon - it’ll make
the Garden of Eden look G-rated.
That “Love Thy N ei^dxn” thing... 1 meant it. - G od
Tell that to our neighbors. Maybe then they’ll stop calling the a>ps every time we throw a party.
I love you and you and you and you an d ... - G od
Are you aware polygamy is illegal in ail 50 states, including Utah?
Will the road you’re on get you to my place? - G od
C an my car harKlle such an incline?
Keep using my name in vain, I ’ll m ake rush hour longer. - G od
If my girlfriend keeps using your name in vain, will you make something of mine longer?
Follow m e. - God
“...And everything is all right. I’ll be the one to tuck you in at night.”
Big hang theory, you’ve got to he kidding. - G od
Walking on water, you’ve got to be kidding.
M> way is the highway. - G od
Then why did it take my tax dollars to build it?
N eed directions? - G od
Yes - shcxild we stop at the next burning bash?
You think it’s hot here? - G od
Was that here or “herre"? Should we also take off all our clothes?
H ave you read my #1 best seller? There will be a test. - G od
Kind o f - we bought the ClifTs Notes version at El Corral for an unholy pwice.
D on’t m ake me com e down there. - G od
Isn’t that what we’ve been waiting for?
Do you have any idea where you’re going? - G od
Yes, straight to hell after yixi read this column.
G)ngratulatit>ns. If ytxi’ve made it this far in the a)lumn, Ckxl loves ycxi.
In all seritxisness, thixigh, we’re not just bagging on religkxi for the sake of bagging on religion. In
(act, we were both raised with religiixis backgixxinds. But there is a pn^lem when ytxi know that mes
sages from The Holy One are going to start popping up in Super Bowl commercials and personal ads.
Advertising religion defeats the purptise of finding ycxir own spiritual faith; it dilutes the tnie mean
ing of going to church or watching those hinny evangelists pmach on television every Sunday morning
to an audience of people who are tixi lazy and hung-over to get out of their pajamas. People slnnild .seek
out religion; religion should not seek out people. Leave the billKiards to Pea Sixip Andersen’s and any
other venue that is 60 miles down the road and desperately needs ,st)me love.

T

Steve Hill and Chrissy Roth are journalism juniors and Mustang Daily columnists. Suggestions and
comments (besides letters to the editor) may be emailed to the columnists at QuitYerBitchinCP@hotmail.com.
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Trying children as adults
is inhumane, unnecessary
n the United States of America, a 16-year-old
can’t legally buy pornography, cigarettes or
alcohol. They can’t even vote on these issues.
In fact, they can’t even sign contracts that are
legally binding because of their immaturity to
^
fully comprehend

I

Just because w e live in a country
where it’s O K to try children as
adults, doesn’t m ean w e should.

C o m m e n ta ry the contmet Yet

United States and only five other nations
the second that impxjse the death pienalty on juveniles. Those
“immature child” commits a violent crime or is other countries are Iran, Nigeria, Pakistan, Saudi
caught in a large drug bust, he or she can be tried Arabia and Yemen.
Even though there are other countries that
as an adult.
>
In the eyes of the public, as soon as a child are willing to execute their children, the United
commits an inappropriate act, their maturity States is by far the leader in executions. Since
level skyrockets.
1990, we have executed nine males who were
The main difference between a juvenile court juveniles at the time they committed their
and a regular criminal court is that in the former crimes. Five of thase executions took place in
offenders are presumed immature. It is under execution-happy Texas.
In America, only 24 states will allow the exe
stood that their development is incomplete, they
cution
of juveniles who are tried as adults, 20 of
are unable to judge their decisions maturely and
their character is still developing. In a criminal which set the minimum age for trial at 16.
court, offenders are presumed mature. They are Currently there are 70 inmates on death row
deemed competent, respionsible and unlikely to who were sentenced to death when they were
change, said Lawrence Steinberg, in a paper pre juveniles. Add to this the scary fact that some of
sented to Qingress as part of a research briefing them might not even be guilty.
According to T he New York Times, death
on the causes and consequences of juvenile
crimes. Basically, a 16-year-old tried as an adult sentences are being overturned in two out of
still hasn’t fully matured physically or mentally, three app)eals. That means in two out of three
unlike the offenders being tried in a regular crim cases on appeal, courts have found insufficient
inal court. So how can the two group» be tried evidence to sentence inmates to death.
“The practice of executing (juveniles) is a
together as if they were the same?
How can a teenager be considered mature just relic of the past and is inconsistent with evolv
because they commit a mature act? Many 16 year ing standard of decency in a civilized society.
olds have sex, a very mature act, yet that doesn’t We should put an end to this shameful prac
mean that they are able to comprehend the con tice,” wrote Supreme Court justice John Paul
sequences that come with having sex like preg- • Stevens.
Yes, I do believe that it is a shameful practice
nancy or STDs. The same goes for committing
to execute children because of crimes they com
crimes such as burglary or assault.
I’m not saying that if some minor goes out on mitted when they might not have been old
a shooting spree, they should be waived of any enough to comprehend what they did. just
respxjnsibility just because they are young, but I because we live in a country where it’s O K to try
don’t believe that they should be sent to prison children as adults doesn’t mean we should. After
for the rest of their lives, or worse, that they all, how do we draw the line between what con
should be sentenced to death. This might sound stitutes being a child and what constitutes being
unreasonable, but so do the American capital an adult?
punishment laws when compared to other ccxintries.
According to Amnesty International, the

Olga Berdial isa journalism senior and Mustang
Daily staff writer.

Letters to the editor
Bush wants war for own gain
Editor,
I’m writing in respH>nse to John Holbus’
Polytics column (“Liberal stance on war does
n’t make sense," jan . 28).
First, I find it difficult to believe that oil
companies won’t benefit in some way from a
war with Iraq. T he question of higher profits
aside, perhaps they hop>e to gain control of
Iraqi oil fields, or get concessions from a proU .S. Iraqi government. Besides, if there is no
ctm nection between this war- and oil, then
why are we liKiking to attack Iraq instead,of
North Korea?
As for the question of U .N . oppxwition, I
would at least like to see the U .N . inspiectors
get the time they need to do their jobs. We
need pnxif of Iraq’s noncompliance with the
pieace treaty. If they’re not in compliance, then

Stephen Curran cditor-in-chicf
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Bryan Dickerson arts & culture editor
Jacob Jackson sports editor
Matt Szabo head copy editor
Andy Fahey, Emily Wong copy editors
Crystal Myers photo editor
Eric Henderson, Brian Kent assistant photo editors
Teresa Allen faculty adviser

we do what we must. O f course, it pays to
remember that we’ve broken a few treaties in
our time (ask any Native Am erican).
I find it interesting that World War II
comes up again as a reason to go to war with
Iraq. Is Saddam really another Hitler? If so,
then why isn’t more mention being made of
the Kurdish question?
Second, insinuating that only Republicans
are capable of logical thought is highly illogi
cal, not to m ention insulting to nonRepublicans. I’m getting really fed up with
such patronizing attitudes sweeping off con.servative Republicans like a cold wind off the
Pacific. T he “lead, follow, or get out of the
way” message in this article really worries me.
Dubya wants a war. T h at’s really the long
and the short of it.

Dianna Deem is an environmental horticul
ture senior.
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Confederate flags represent racism, not pride
T
Capitol building beneath the

he day before what would have been the 74th birthday of
Martin Luther King Jr. last month, some 300 demonstra
tors marched through the streets of A tlanta en route to
the Georgia Capitol.
These marchers were white, dressed in Confederate uniforms
and waving Confederate flags.
T he enthusiasts were demanding that Gov. Sonny Purdue
come through on his campaign promise of calling for a vote to
A*

actual state flag.

A M ason-Dixon poll conducted this January found that
three-fourths of the African-

Americans polled said the old
flag symbolized oppression
and racial division, while nearly as many whites said it is a sym
bol of heritage and history.
So, what does the flag represent?
To answer that, one must delve into U .S. history. In 1863, the
Confederate States of America adopted the flag as its official
symbol during the Civil War, a war many believe was fought
over slavery alone. T he war actually began over whether a state
had the right to secede from the U nion.
Okay, enough history!
TTiere is no Confederacy; we are all members of the United
States, and the Confederate flag is a well-recognized, interna
tional symbol of racism, slavery, hatred and white supremacy. It
symbolizes a dark, shameful and painful era of American history.
Am I alone here or does the Confederate flag bring about
images of hillbilly-yahoos driving recklessly, tossing beer cans
from their pickup truck windows, giving that spine-chilling rebel
yell and dragging, say, oh, I don’t know ... a black man, as some
may remember, the recent case in Jasper, Texas?

&

return Georgia’s state flag to its old
“Southern Cross” emblem.
U ntil last year, the Confederate
battle-emblem comprised two-thirds of Georgia’s state flag; how
ever, the state legislature voted to reduce the emblem to just a
tiny symbol among representations of Georgia’s other historical
state flags.
Some Georgians want their old flag back. O f course, they
have been met by opposition - thank goodness.
T he arguments are familiar: Supporters of the flag say it hon
ors those who valiantly fought for the South in the C ivil War
and critics say the flag is a symbol of racism and an ugly reminder
of slavery.
Georgia is not the only state taking heat for the rebel flag.
Mississippi has also incorporated the Confederate flag into their
state flag. T he Alabama flag is similar to the Confederate flag
and South Carolina has the Confederate flag flying over its

m 0H i d

Poly students run high
risk with plagiarism
t is 11 p.m. when you realize that the nine page paper due tomorrow can be put off
no longer. Your eyelids seem to literally pull themselves closed as you stare at the
screen in front of you recalling the expanse of your not-so-productive weekend.
Deciding to chance it, you resort to a quick search for term papers online that leads
you to the perfect paper, meeting all criteria and putting everything so much more elo
quently than you ever could.
W ith a few changes, the work becomes yours and finally the night has come to a close.
The paper you never thought would be finished is ready to be turned in.
Guess again.
How much is it really worth to stay up and px>und a few extra cups of coffee or risk
_
the consequences of actually getting caught plagiarizing?
^ O n fin fl0 H X 3 r y
From receiving an “F ’ to expulsion, no matter how
many times professors warn and threaten there always
seems to be tho.se few students who consider the chances of being caught not great
enough to keep them from doing it.
W ith this in mind, a Kxik at the online sites seemed to be reinforcing this idea of a
guarantee on online papers.
Free samples, toll-free help numbers and the promise of “completely original” dtx:uments suck students in as bright statements tif those who bought the papers pop up across
the sites. Some students even claimed their lives had been renewed and refreshed
becau.se of this “life changing” .service.
Considering the guilt and worry most p»eople feel aHiut the consequences of lesser
actions, it is not likely that students turn- ^ ............................................................................

I

ing in these previously used papers will sit ^
back and not consider what could happen
to them if, or when, the professtir finds out.

i

I

•

•

plagianzers OUt
there who don't take this

there that will take term papers submitted
on disk and scan through hundreds of sites uO
online to Kxate any phrases that match
any in the paper. Stime of Cal Poly’s very
own departments have these machines

i;

Regardless o f what the flag may have originally stood for, many groups
caused it to become a symbol o f '‘white power. ” In many ways the
y
j
r
j
j
Confederate flag hos become the 21st-century version o f the swastika.

are gOing tO
it, do it Well and the beSt
tO yOU, yOu're going
V

, .

need It.

and put them to u.se.
Although the flashy promises on the sites sang of a carefree life, when it comes down
to it, students have a unique voice that de.serves to be heard. The.se sites don’t allow that
voice to get out there. These sites are robbing students of the freedom in having an opin
ion and expressing it in ways that can make an impact on the reader and the writer.
Although actual plagiarism is wrong (not to mention illegal), the lines have broad
ened the definition in the last few years to include a few extra guidelines that seem, in
the least, a little shady.
Students who have submitted their own senior projects to the Kennedy Library are
considered plagiarizers for using the work they have submitted in the future.
Yes, you read right. Copying or reusing your own words can now be considered pla
giarism.
In fact, the rules have tightened so much that students writing the wnmg citations,
purpose or not, can be sited for plagiarism.
1V'spite these exceptions, students have earned the chance to say the things that they
want to say and writing is one of the many ways to really show what students can do.
Taking advantage of this oppcutunity can change even the student’s views on the world,
which is what college is all about.
W hether you want to consider it a vice or an opptirtunity to write the.se papers, pla
giarism will never get you far.
Next time it comes down to the last few hours remember to rely on your coffee maker
and make your work your own.
To all the plagiarizers out there who don’t take this warning: If you are going to do it,
do it well and the best of luck to you, you’re going to need it.

Courtney Witt is a journalism junior and Mustang Daily staff writer.

Why would anyone want to remember that? O r worse, why
would anyone allow that to be the representation of an entire
state? It is naive to think that we can view this flag without
thinking about its history. Let’s learn from the past and move on.
If individuals choose to fly it, it’s their right as Americans. But
it is also your right as Americans to join together in advocating
its deletion from any publicly financed building. It is closely
associated with racism and its continued presence in these states
is an embarrassment to the rest of the nation.
T he Confederate flag has been closely tied to many racist
causes. Tire flag was adopted by the KKK, Racist Skinheads,
American Nazi Party, Aryan Nation and other hate groups.
Regardless of what the flag may have originally stood for, many
groups have caused it to become a symbol of “white power.” In
many ways the Confederate flag has become the 21st-century
version of the swastika.

William Reitz is a Journalism senior and Mustang Daily staff
writer.

More letters to the editor
Abortion about choice, not life
Editor,

I’m more than a bit confused! How can he say “we”
can and should eliminate Saddam and his way of life?
W hat about “we” will kill you if you don’t abide by
American treaties?
Doesn’t “we” imply that John himself will be pick
ing up a weapon and risking his life to defend Bush’s
“noble war?” (See: My daddy can beat up your daddy)
T h e simple truth is that Mr. Holbus is going to
stay as far away from Iraq as he possibly can (See:
W hite & conservative San Luis Obispo). But, you
ask, what of his noble support for the war effort?
W ell, I believe that’s going to have to be limited to
school newspaper columns and the tattered flag fly
ing from the antenna of his Chevy. (See: Hypocrite)
Mr. Holbus didn’t stop to consider that tens of
thousands could die in this war. It’s easy to say that
“we” are going to go over and punish Saddam and his
A -R A B buddies, but before you open your mouth
again, take a second to recognize that you’re not
involved at all.

As a firm believer that everyone has the right to
their own opinion, I would like to personally thank all
the anti-abortion advocates that have taken to the
column in the last few days for expressing their beliefs.
After the first anti-abortion opinion piece came
out last week, I decided to bide my time and see what
the pro-choice of Cal Poly had to say. Unfortunately,
it’s almost a week later and the most I have seen is
Justin Fraga’s tongue-in-cheek commentary blaming
Shallon Lester for the deaths of millions of pre-peo
ple (which was kinda funny, so thanks).
Being pro-choice is not about being pro-abcirtion,
it’s about C H O IC E; having the choice not to get
pregnant by access to birth control and informed sex
education. It’s abtmt being able to .say, “Yes, my
choice is to keep this fetus/child” or not, and to not
to be shamed or threatened becau.se of my choice. 1
do not want my options to be taken away from me by Chris Russow is a business senior who doesn't sup
Bush and his Supreme Court justices or anyone. port Bush Senior's war.
Abortions are already scary enough without the anti
choice protestors outside of abortion clinics, waving Shark deserves to eat dinner too
signs of “Baby Killer" and pictures of dead fetuses,
Editor,
screaming at the top of their self-righteous lungs.
W hile I can’t .say that aKirtion is the choice that
W here compa.ssion is in a normal person, there is
1 would make, I do not want to see women forced black goo and spiders in Chris Schmidt (“Evil shark
into returning to illegal aKirtions in dangerous and needs to be dealt with,” Jan. 29). 1 am not sure which
dirty conditions, like “coat-hanger abortions” with epistxle of Stephen Spielberg’s “Jaws” Chris was
no regulations on my, or any woman’s, safety. 1 don’t watching when he decided sharks are all-out murder
want my sisters or my friends to have to suffer like ers, but he is severely misinformed.
that just to appease some high-minded, “morally
Sharks are just another creature on this planet
superior,” anti-abortionist.
filled with tigers, black widows, humans and alliga
tors. A ll o f which deserve a five-star dinner every
Katherine Anderson is a history sophomore.
night. W hether that dinner be a seal, fly, hamburger
or human, that animal has every right to eat every
Males the majority weighing in
last bite. O n this planet, there is a law called survival
on abortion
of the fittest, and every animal (including humans) is
subject to that law.
Editor,
Humans are not exempt just because we can drive
In response to the three letters printed in the a car or build a skyscraper. W hen we venture into the
Monday, Jan. 27 edition and the two letters in the ocean, we are in the .shark’s domain and he has every
Tuesday, Jan. 28 edition: It is notable (though perhaps right to make a meal of us, just as we do of him.
not surprising) that all dissent with regard to abortion Sharks are also not the bkxxl-thirsty murderers Chris
rights printed thus far has been written by males.
makes them out to be. Sharks do not kill for fun as
some humans (such as our Sept. 11 terrorists) do.
Jake Ashley is a journalism junior.
They kill for fixxJ; they kill to survive.
Most shark attacks on humans are a case of mis
"We" are not fighting the war
taken identity. A surfer in a wetsuit can Uxik just like
a tasty seal from underwater.
Editor,
O nce the shark gets a taste of foam neoprene, he
I’m writing in to recognize the selflessness of John may decide he doesn’t like it and spit it back out, giv
Holbus, political science junior and Mustang Daily ing our lucky surfer a chance tt) catch another wave
columnist (See: Polytics Jan. 28).
another day - if he is brave enough. As humans we
Following the example of his heartfelt words, I’m do not own this planet; we share it and we must obey
sure Mr. Holbus has decided to enlist in the U .S. the laws of nature. If you are not fit enough to sur
Armed Forces, and 1 want to be the first to applaud vive in the ocean, stay on the beach.
his patriotism and courage.
W hat’s that, he’s not enlisting? He’ll never get Bryan Conatser is a forestry and natural resources
close to war? He needs three more years to graduate? Junior.
•
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Even more letters to the editor
Christians shouldn't think of self

United States. Although you point out that France and Russia is an evil rapist who violated mommy in the worst possible way.”
sold a lot of weapons to Iraq prior to the 1991 G ulf War, you fail Or is it a nice made up story, like “God sent you to me, like Jesus
to mention that throughout the 1980s the United States fully to Mary.” How ironically blasphemous.
Editor,
supported Saddam Hussein and gave him arms and intelligence
I’ve been wondering: Are the means justified by the ends? Ch
to use against Iran (even though the Reagan administration Brian Takeuchi is a landscape architecture sophomore.are they just the means to an end that you didn’t really want in
knew that he was using chemical weapons in battle and against
the first place? For example, let’s take college. Why do people civilians). Hussein was a ruthless dictator then, as he is now, but Speaker at forum was biased, angry
attend Cal Poly? It is clearly a means to an end, isn’t it?
he was Washington, D .C .’s friend because he was fighting Iran.
Someone might attend Cal Poly to get a good education. So I Only when he stopped cooperating with us in 1990 did any of Editor,
have to ask, why is a good education important? And I’m sure
these atrocities become a concern to the United States.
Last Monday evening, I attended the first meeting of the
that someone would reply, “so 1 can get a good job .’’ Why? “So I
I agree that people should think realistically about the world forum on the Middle East that has been organized by Dr. Manzar
can earn a lot of money. So I can buy a lot of nice things. So 1
they live in today. Since 1 am a realist, 1 know that there are dan Foroohar of the Cal Poly History Department. Both of the invit
can show them off to people and have them praise me for being
gerous people out there that will use weapons against civilians to ed speakers gave extremely one-sided presentations, in the sense
so rich.’’
achieve their own political aims. O ne of these people is George that they seemed to blame all of the current problems in the
Does this sound familiar? I believe that deep down, this is the
W. Bush. T hat is why 1 am doing everything I can to stop this region on Israel and its government without any acknowledg
reason that most people attend Cal Poly: So others can praise war.
ment that Arab or Palestinian organizations might share respon
them. Even if you are thinking you want to make a lot of money
sibility for the current mess in that part of the world. This came
so you can financially raise a family, don’t you still want your
Clayton Whitt is a social science Junior.
as no surprise to me and to many others who attended the meet
spouse to drive the nicest SU V ? Ch your kids to have the best
ing.
clothes and the fastest sp)ort cars and the best education, so they Arguments don't stand up to scrutiny
However, I would like to draw a distinction between the two
can grow up to be just like you? You, as an individual, cannot
speakers. Suzy Mordechay displayed a very strong bias, but at
change the world if you are only focusing on yourself, and if Editor,
least she spoke in a somewhat calm and rational way and gave
you’re Christian and self-focused, you are no better than a dog
John Holbus (“Liberal stance on war doesn’t make sense,” Jan. the impression that her main reason for addressing the audience
who chases his own tail. A spectacle for others to see and mar
28) disses liberals, questioning their intelligence and calling was to promote her formula for peace in the region. By contrast,
vel at how stupid you are.
them cowards. Let’s examine his arguments:
the lecture by Dr. Mahmood Ibrahim was little more than an
You are a light unto the world; don’t look at yourself. Look up!
Dumb conservative argument No. 1: O il companies have no angry tirade, from start to finish.
Look towards Jesus! Seek the Lord. If you are Christian, you
interest in this war. T heir profits stay the same, no matter how
This man was so seething with anger that he could not refrain
know him. T he second-greatest commandment is to “Love your
much crude oil costs.
from interrupting members of the audience who presented an
neighbor as yourself.’’ Not that you should love yourself, but that
Reality: Profit equals margin times volume, not just margin. opposing point of view during the question and answer period,
you already do, and now it’s time to love others. Don’t be lazy.
Volume depends on consumer demand and available supply. and could not even concede that Palestinian suicide bombings
And for those of you who do not proclaim to follow Jesus, I
Available supply is the huge amount of oil reserves in Iraq. This of Israeli civilians are immoral and ought to be stoppied. 1 feel
challenge you to seek out the truth. Read the Bible and ask ques
prize has the oil companies drooling. T he United States already sorry for anyone whose childhood was so painful that he harbors
tions. A n idling car can only go as far as the first obstacle. I apol
announced that securing the Iraqi oil fields will be the primary so much anger, and I also acknowledge Dr. Ibrahim’s legal right
ogize if any of this sounds offensive, but I’m convinced that only
objective in the early days o f the war.
to say what he wants. W hat disturbs me is that someone would
liars and those they deceive are offended by the truth.
Dumb conservative argument No. 2: A unilateral (or small use academic credentials and promise to give a “historical per
coalition) attack on Iraq is justified.
spective” as a pretext for venting anger and hostility.
Jonathan Dow is an architectural engineering sertior.
Reality: Lacking convincing evidence, most nations oppose a
unilateral pre-emptive attack. T he world is weary of the United Bob Wolf, Ph.D. is a Cal Poly math professor.
Polytics column was clear and rational
States acting as world policeman. Bush is desperately scrambling
to find some way to legitimize this needless war. His latest ploy: War talk has making of board game
Editor,
He will seek a U .N . resolution to permit unilateral action, which
John Holbus’s Polytics article (“Liberal stance on war doesn’t violates basic U .N . principles (“U .S. Seeks Right Iraq Formula,” Editor,
make any sense,” Jan. 28) was a breath of fresh air on this cam Los Angeles Times, Jan. 28).
In response to “Liberal stance on war doesn’t make sense”
pus. Everyday I seem to see more and more liberal rhetoric
Dumb conservative argument No. 3: It is America’s duty to (Jan. 28) by John Holbus, I’ll try to limit this to only a few of this
scrawled on sidewalks, walls and practically any other place on forcefully disarm Iraq.
guy’s overwhelmingly intelligent remarks.
campus. Personally, I don’t see why they feel the need to resort
Reality: Before the G ulf War, Iraq obtained many weapons
First. Yes, I can see how he can call himself “an American
to gross vandalism to convey their message, but I digress. Despite from - you guessed it - the United States and Europe. Iraq has
who is capable of thinking logically” versus those “liberals or
being somewhat tongue in cheek at times, his refutation of the not attacked any country since the G ulf War. George Bush Sr.
cowards,” as he calls them. Because, unlike them, he engages in
arguments against an operation in Iraq were logical and reason had the opportunity to remove Hussein from power and disarm
a great amount of “logical thinking” so that he can agree with
able; too often public sentiment is based on a few words and Iraq; we did nothing. If there is consensus in the United Nations
this brilliant man we call our president. Don’t hurt your brain
catch phrases, with little in the way of actual individual thought. that a real threat exists, then a coalition of nations should take
there!
There are two sides to every story, and it was nice to see Mr. action. Otherwise, war in Iraq is not justified.
Second. O h yes, the fact that Iraq invaded Kuwait a decade
Holbus giving this one the print that it sorely needed. If some
Finally, Mr. Holbus, show us your bravery by enlisting in the ago gives America’s government every right to wage this war.
one chooses to write a rational, point-by-point case against the armed services this week. Please let us know when you do so.
W hile we’re being so moral here (and we’re America, so we have
war, 1 would be most pleased to read it. Note that I did not ask
a God-given right to do whatever we like), why don’t we go after
for a speech, a demonstration or a march; I’m simply asking for
Michael Sullivan is a first-year city and regional planning mas every country that’s invaded another? And I must say, 1 love the
the liberal view couched in terms of rational argument.
ter's degree candidate.
way this guy talks about war. W hy don’t we make a board game
out of it while we’re at it? W e’ll call it: “BU SH , T he Great
Patrick S.Thomas is a computer science freshman.
On columnists' stances and abortions
* * * * . ” Players: America, the “good, big, white” game piece.
Everyone on our side of the board: either a beautiful patriotic
Oil, hypocrisy things to consider in war Editor,
Republican or an ally country who will “make our soldiers some
Concerning Bowen Cardoza’s response to Mike Marquez’s waffles.”
Editor,
article (“Opinion shows lack of research on Bush,” Jan. 29), 1
Everyone on the other side: a dirty, unpatriotic (God forbid),
A message for Mustang Daily commentator John Holbus: T he would like to ask what replacement Mr. Cardoza would propose. and hypocritical liberal. Game: America is the only player intel
world does not need another Rush Limbaugh. If your true inten
Perhaps we could replace Marquez with more Josh Holbus, an ligent enough to make decisions about the rest of the world.
tion is to educate the rest of us, as you state in your column, then anti-left liberal hating Republican. Every single column he “Hmm, I think I’ll bomb that country. A few more dead people
perhaps you should omit all of the condescending and arrogant writes insults Democrats, debunks point-by-point Democratic
in T H A T one would be nice!” Good innocent fun!
remarks from your column and use the space for the rest o f the issues and/or is an A nn Coulter-like “left this,” “left that,” “they
Lastly, this guy wrote in his piece: “Could you imagine what
relevant facts.
are stupid we are smart” commentary. Perhap« Mr. Holbus would happen if countries didn’t enforce peace treaties and stop
First, oil companies care very much about the price of crude should spend far less time talking about Democrats and far more violent states from arming again after a war.^’ No, 1 can’t imag
oil. You point out that they make their profit on margin (of time talking abtiut Republicans. 1 enjoy reading about conserva
ine! W hy don’t YO U tell me! You big peaceful guy, you!
course they do), but this doesn’t mean that they don’t care about tive viewpoints, but if all you’re going to do is talk about how
the total price. Although oil is less elastic than a lot of other stupid you think liberal views are, then it makes me wonder
Taline Ayanyan is an economics freshman.
commtxiities, in the long term the American people will buy about your capacity for intellectual rhetoric.
much less of it if the price increases. People will take less vaca
How about giving Shallon Lester a bi-weekly column? Sh e’s
tions, live closer to their jobs if they can and huy more fuel-effi oh-so-wonderful to read. T hat column is the epitome of brain
cient vehicles if the price of oil is high. Higher oil prices would lessness in American society. It further proves that the only two
make power production, industrial manufacturing and interna organs that America (and C al Poly) uses are the penis and the
Letter policy
tional shipping much more expensive.
Mustang Daily reserves the right to edit letters for grammar,
vagina. Look at Abercrombie and Fitch (which many Cal Poly
Our economy is so oil-dependent that high crude prices will students proudly wear). They sell clothing using people wearing profanity and length. Letters do not represent the views of
mean higher prices for just about everything, including food no clothing! It boggles my mind. It shouldn’t surprise me that
Mustang Daily. Please limit length to 250 words. Letters should
(tractors run on fossil fuel, after all). So clearly, not only do the people enjoy Ms. Lester. 1 think Yvonne Lynch has the right include the writer's full name, p l ^ e number, major and class
standing.
oil companies want to keep oil prices low, many powerful indus idea, and I’m thoroughly disappointed at all the hate-letters sent
By mail:
tries do as well.
in.
Letters to the Editor
Second, if the United States takes control of Iraqi oil fields, it
Hey, speaking of sex, here’s an idea to all you abortion-haters
Building
26, Room 226
will be a severe blow to O P E C ’s hold on the world’s crude sup out there: Ever consider that excessive pre-marital sex leads to
Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo
ply. Iraq has 25 percent of the world’s known oil reserves, but unwanted pregnancies, thus leading to the need for abortions?
CA 93407
very little of it is on the market right now. If U .S. and European Perhaps you pieople should spend far less time distributing pic
By hue
corporations take control and flood the market with Iraqi oil, tures of dead fetuses to students (they do that at high schools
(805)756^784
this will vastly undermine the O PEC cartel’s ability to regulate and in the University U nion last year), and more time advocat
By ennaii:
the supply of oil. This is something Washington has wanted to ing abstinence.
Letters must come from a Cal Poly e-rnidl accotmt Do not
send
letters as an attachment Please send the text in the body of
do since the energy shortage of the 1970s. In truth, we have the
O h sorry, would abstinence be hypocritical to your sex life?
the
e-maiL
power to undermine the O PEC cartel without waging war and You know what they say; you should stop problems at their
Attention:
seizing our own supply of oil. A ll we need to do is spend more source. T he source of aborted unwanted pregnancies is premari
Your
letter will not be printed unless you submit it in the correct
money on developing alternative energy sources such as wind, tal sex (and in some cases rape).
format
solar and hydrogen, and break our nation’s oil dependency.
Speaking of rape, would you give birth to a psycho rapist baby
Third, Mr. Holbus, on your list of the “most hypocritical (a permanent reminder of the heinous crime that violated you)?
nations on earth,” you omitted at least one key nation: the T hat would be a good story to tell your kid someday: “Your father

mustangdfli(y@hQtm.aikotn
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DRAFT
continued from page 6
ed in a campus newspaper colum n
in O cto b er th at a draft would make
U .S . leaders more judicious about
launching war.
“You would have a different army
under a draft, more o f a cross-sec
tio n p o litic a lly
and ra cia lly ,”
Huang said.
In a survey o f 1 ,200 undergradu
ates nationw ide, conducted last fall
by Harvard U niversity’s In stitu te of
P olitics, 67 percent opposed a
return o f the draft. T h e p oll’s m ar
gin o f error was 2.8 percent.
T h e m achinery for reinstating
the draft is in place even now,
thanks to th e S e le c tiv e S e rv ice
System , w hich requires A m erican
males to register w ithin 30 days o f
th eir 18th birthdays.
A renew ed draft would differ
from the V ietnam W ar draft in at
least one im portant respect. U nder
revised S e le c tiv e S e rv ice p ro ce 
dures, college students receiving a
draft n o tice could defer only until
the sem ester ended; in the V ietnam
era, they could avoid service as
long as they pursued a degree.
T h ere could be oth er changes, as
well. Som e fem inists o b ject to the
m ale-only aspect o f draft registra
tion; a suit was filed Jan . 9 by five
M assachusetts students saying the
current faw am ounts to genderbased discrim ination.
“I t’s so ingrained in our society
,th a t this is the way it is," said p lain 
tiff N icole Foley, 17. “Boys, when
th ere’s a war, go o ff to war, and the
girls wait hom e and get the letters.”
Som e gay-rights activ ists and
m ilitary experts advocate another
change — extending the draft to
openly gay m en. T h is proposal has
been endorsed by M oskos, who
helped develop th e “d o n ’t ask,
don’t te ll” policy that lets gay and
lesbian soldiers serve if they keep
th eir sexual orien tation private and
don’t engage in hom osexual acts.
“W e m)w have about 1,200 peo
ple a year getting out o f the m ili
tary with an honorable discharge by
saying they’re gay,” Moskos said.
“In a draft, th at would becom e such
a com m on loophole, it wouldn’t
work.” T h e best way to block that
option is to include gays in the
draft, he said.
R angel, a liberal from H arlem ,
made it no secret th at his restorethe-draft proposal was intended to
slow the march toward war with
Iraq — though he intends to push
his idea, how ever th at c o n flic t
turns out.
“I’ve been criticized by some of
the C EO s of the country for not
supporting the president,” Rangel
said.
“W hen 1 ask them , ‘W ould you
feel the same if it was your kid
being placed in harm ’s way?’ they
hem and they haw.”
T h e A m erican L egio n , th e
n atio n ’s largest veterans group, w el
comed the debate and is urging
Congress to hold hearings on how
best to m eet long-term m ilitary per
sonnel needs.
“W ith th e a ll-v o lu n te e r force
doing such a fine joh , it might be
difficult to make the case for rein 
statin g th e d raft,” said Legion
spokesman Steve Thom as. “But the
Legion is a long-standing supporter
o f the principal of universal m ili
tary train ing .”
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BASEBALL
continued from page 12
opening in 2001.
Lee said that he was pleased with
the number in the stands.
“It was a good turnout and hope
fully we can build on that and make
it a festive type of atmosphere,” he
said.
C al Poly took control of the game
at the opening pitch. A fter a 1-2-3
top of the inning, the Mustangs got
on the hoard when outfielder Chalón
T ietje hooked a double just inside the
left field foul line to score Billy Saul
from first.
Mustang infielder Bret Berglund
added to the lead in the second
inning with a homerun. This was the
first of two homeruns for Cal Poly;
first baseman Kyle W ilson hit the
other in the fourth inning.
T h e Mustangs bounced G aels
starting pitcher Eric Bowden out of
the game with one out in the top of
the fourth. Saint Mary’s replaced him
with Jeremy Gonzales, who went the
rest of the way for the Gaels.
Fitch said he felt that Cal Poly

played an excellent game.
“1 mean you can’t ask for anything
better,” Fitch said. “It was 9 to 1, we
put runs on the board and threw
strikes; everything went well.”
O n Saturday, Chalón T ietje scored
on a wild pitch with the bases loaded
and one out in the bottom of the
10th inning, lifting Cal Poly to a 5-4
win over Saint Mary’s before 643 in
Baggett Stadium.
T ietje opened the 10th with a dou
ble to center field. T he junior right
fielder moved to third on a sacrifice
bunt by Bret Berglund. A lex
Chavarria and Josh Mayo were
intentionally walked to load the
bases, but Justin Sloan — Saint
Mary’s third pitcher of the game —
uncorked a wild pitch, allowing
Tietje to score the winning run.
“A n early season win like this, the
way we won in extra innings, will
carry over into late in the season,”
Lee said.
Cal Poly built a 4-1 lead with a
pair of runs in both the fourth and
sixth innings.
Junior left fielder Billy Saul belted
a two-run home run in the fourth, his
second career blast, en route to a 3for-5 day at the plate. In the sixth.
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Saul and Kyle Wilson singled with
no outs. Saul eventually scored on a
grounder by Bret Berglund while
Chavarria doubled to score Berglund.
Saint Mary’s scored three in the
top of the eighth to tie the game.
Sam Battle’s infield single scored one
run. Bryan Byrne’s grounder scored
another and Jeff Cunningham sin
gled to right, knocking in the third
run.
Cal Poly loaded the bases with two
outs in the bottom of the eighth but
failed to score.
Mustang senior southpaw Josh
Kougl produced another strong per
formance on the mound and could be
2-0 this season. Instead, he’s 0-1 with
a no-decision. O n Saturday, he had
nothing to show for limiting the
Gaels to three runs and seven hits in
7 1/3 innings. Kougl struck out four
and walked two.
Last week against the University
of San Diego, Kougl gave up just
three runs and eight hits in 6 2/3
innings with no walks and four
strikeouts. Cal Poly eventually lost
the game, 4-1.
Saul is hitting .458 with seven
RBIs in five games.
“He swings the bat extrem ely
well,” Lee said of his left-handed hit
ter. “W e had no thought of taking
him out of the No. 3 hole in the

lineup versus a left-handed pitcher.
He has demonstrated that he can hit
both right-handers and left-handers
extremely well.”
Both teams left 11 runners on the
basepaths.
“W e
had our opportunities
throughout the game,” Lee said.
Chavarria had two of Cal Poly’s
nine hits, both doubles.
Saint Mary’s was led offensively by
second baseman Gilbert G il with
three singles in five at-bats.
Designated h itter Tim Spooner
added a single and double for the
Gaels.
Left-hander Matt Yourkin suffered
the loss, allowing four runs and six
hits in 5 2/3 innings with four walks
and four strikeouts.
O n Sunday, Tietje continued his
heroics by doubling in a pair of runs
as the Mustangs completed a sweep
of Saint Mary’s with a 6-5 victory in
Baggett Stadium.
T he Mustangs improved to 4-2
with the win while Saint Mary’s fell
to 0-3.
Saint Mary’s led 5-2 after snapping
a 2-2 tie with a pair of runs in the
sixth inning and adding one more in
the eighth. But Cal Poly answered
with two runs in the bottom of the
eighth and won the game with two
more in the ninth.

MEN'S TENNIS
continued from page 12
Though not an easy feat, the
Mustangs embraced the challenge.
Tracy defeated C hen at No. 1, 6-3,
7-6. This victory was especially satis
fying because it had the taste of
revenge. T he last time the two had
played, Chen had won.
Because of this triumph, coach
Trevor Kronemann called Tracy one
of the heroes of the day.
A t No. 2, Zepponi defeated Jones
6-3, 6-4.
Cal Poly gained at No. 3, when
Van Linge conquered M attioli 6-2, 16, 6-4. Van Linge was not surprised at
the outcome, since he had played
M attioli

before

and

had

won.

However, he was more concerned this
time because it was a dual match, so
his plays would affect the entire team
instead of just himself, he said.
Bedilion prevailed over Meronoff
6-0, 6-4 at No. 4.
Cal Poly’s Travis Crawford defeat
ed Ruso 3-6, 6-0, 6-3 at No. 5.
A t No. 6, Levy captured another
win for Cal Poly against Bruggemann.
“I feel that the guys are really com 
ing together as a team,” Kronemann
said. “It has been a great overall team
effort in the last few weeks. T he guys

Fellows work directly with state

are really showing some hard work

legislators, the Governor’s office

everyday.”
T he Mustangs are now 2-3 overall.

and other constitutional officers,

Some of the Mustangs were sur

and the Supreme and Superior

prised at Saturday’s outcome, while

Courts, to develop public policies

others felt Cal Poly was merely fulfill

R e m lile iit : A d v iv o r R e i : r u l t : m e i i t
2 0 0 3 -2 0 0 4

for the most challenging and
diverse state in the nation. The
programs offer a unique

R E I I illM O E R :
A p p llc a U a n s

to jump start careers in

us for the last four years,” Levy said.

D u e

end, and (Santa Clara) heat them last
week. T hat put them ahead o( us as

public service.

M

far as stats. So it didn’t look to good

o n d a y ,

for us. But we went in with a good

Î:
F e b r u a r y

ID

, 8 0 0 3 ,

attitude.”
To Mustang coach Kronemann,
attitude is everything.
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5
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The Center for CaMomia Studies

“T he guys just have to believe they
can heat any team in the country,” he

California Sutc Univertlty. Sacramento

Informatlan, call 7SB-S6BO, a»r

6000] Street

THE OUTTAl FELLOWS PROGRAMS
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY.
SACRAMENTO

“Santa Clara was favored...since

“W e lost to San Francisco last week

and exciting opportunities

^

the win.
they have been constantly smoking

experience in policy-making

^

ing its own high expectations with

said. '‘This win is a little step in the
direction o f letting everyone know

Sacramento,CA 9S8I9.608I

what we can do. T h e guys were look

let; (916) 2784906

AppHcatlana dua
MOMDAV, FEBRUARY 10, B003, by 5 p m ..
in U t a ia aldafiU al LIfb and Education Raaotarca Cantar,
t^aatalra. In Marra Madra HaN, Building 113.

E-mat caktudies^csus.edu
Website: www.csus.edu/cabt
Application OeadUne: February 26,2001

ing at the Santa Clara match as a
benchmark, and we just got ourselves
over the hurdle.”

Classified Advertising
G raphic A rts B u ild in g , Room 226 Cal Poly, San Luis O bispo, CA 93407 ( 805) 756-1143
Help W a n ted
Technical writing student 4 web
project. Now and Spring quarter.
Call Brady Radovich 756-5835
Student Life and Leadership

Golfers help wanted 2
days a week. Salary and
commission. Will train.
Roger Dunn Golf 481 -3866

Classifiods aro killar!

I

Announcements
2003 Homecoming Applications
available online - due Feb. 14
www.homecoming.calpoly.edu
Come join the fun!

I

H o m e s For Sale
Houses and condos for sale
For a free list of all houses and
condos for sale in SLO call Nelson
Real Estate 546-1990 or email
Steve @ slohomes.com

Skydive Taft
student discount
Tandem $140.00
Accelerated free fall $240.00
Video $70.00
661-765-JUMP
www.skydivetaft.com

W e’re #3! CLA is the 3rd largest
college! Get involved! Be an
ambassador. Applications in bldg.
47-31

I

Rental H ousing

I

Announcements

60 Casa St.
Townhouses. Now taking
applications for Sept. 10.
Non-smoker, quiet, no pets.
Call Bea 543-7555

1
Send your Valentine a
ti
alGnimci

Personals
Looking for an addition to my
asian persasion. (any flavor will
do). Horny guy wants to find funny,
smart woman with a passion for
darts. Please call! (I am not a
weirdo.) 805-748-3722
ask for CHRIS
Classifiods
756-1143

I

I pLnicirq I-I,

l7 0 ().3

MuJamj Oailij C Lusilirrls
GET YOUR CLASSIFIED AD IN
NOW!!

756-I14T
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Cal Poly Baseball

Second-largest crowd
watches sweep of Gaels
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By Andrea Svoboda
M U S T A N G DAILY STAFF WRITER

C al Poly pitcher Tyler Fitch
answered some questions o f an
untested pitching staff with a domi
nating 9-1 victory over the Saint
Mary’s Gaels on a surprisingly warm
Friday January night at
Baggett
Stadium.
“Tyler Fitch threw a great game,”
said head coach Larry Lee, who came
up successful in his first home game as
Mustang head coach. “Offensively we
ttx>k .some great approaches at the
plate and hit a lot of halls hard. So
overall it was a really gtxid perfor
mance.”
Fitch was perfect until a Sam
Battle walk in the fifth inning, and
held the Gaels hitless until the sev
enth.
Fitch left the game after tossing
.seven scoreless innings. He finished
with 10 strikeouts before Chris
Spencer replaced him in the top of
the eighth.
Fitch said it wasn’t a hig .surprise
that he was taken out.
“It’s fine,” he said. “I had a high
pitch count and 1 knew I was coming
out once 1 gave them a hit.”
Saint Mary’s first baseman James
Gaulke scored in the eighth inning
tor the Cjael’s lone run. In the top of
the ninth Cal Poly switched pitchers
again, and Nolan Moser closed out
the win tor the Mustangs.
Not only was it a gotxl game hut a

dà

M
t

D A N GONZALES/M USTANG DAILY

Cal Poly senior firs t basem an Alex C havarria (24) stretches fo r th e th ro w across th e d iam o n d d u rin g th e
M ustangs' 5 - 4 ,1 0 -in n in g vic to ry over Saint M ary's S atu rd ay.T h e ru n n er was o u t on th e play.

crowded one, too. Friday’s crowd was
the third-largest since the stadium’s

see BASEBALL, page 11

Cal Poly Men's Tennis

Mustangs muster
comeback victory
over rival Broncos
By Jenni Mintz
M U S T A N G DAILY STAFF WRITER

T he m en’s tennis team tasted
sweet victory against longtime rival
Santa Clara on Saturday.
Although the Mustangs lost the
ilmihles point by losing two of the
three matches, they quickly gained
nuYmentum and wiin tour out of the
six singles matchups.
It was a close call for the Mustangs
up until the last match. Pressure was
heavy on freshman Brett Van Linge,
who would cither win or lose the
entire match for everyone. Van Linge
kept spectators and teammates biting
their nails by losing the first two
games of his match hut clinched suc
cess by winning six of the next eight
games.

A t No. 1 doubles, Santa C lara’s
Michael Bruggeman and Erich Chen
defeated Van Linge and Davey Jones
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By the numbers
I
H its a llo w e d b y C a l
P o ly a c e p it c h e r T y le r
F itc h in th e M u s t a n g s '
9-1 w in o v e r t h e S a in t
M a r y 's G a e ls o n
F rid a y in B a g g e t t
S t a d iu m . F it c h , a
s e n io r rig h th a n d e r,
a llo w e d o n ly th r e e
b a se ru n n e rs and
f a n n e d 1 0 b a t t e r s in
s e v e n in n in g s o f w o r k
to c o lle c t h is s e c o n d
w in o f th e s e a s o n .

TR IV IA
today's question

8- 6 .
It was another close march at No.
2 doubles. T he Mustangs' Nick Tracy
and Greg Levy defeated Rick Ru.so
and Francisco Zepponi
o f the
Broncos 8-6.
A t No. .3 doubles, Santa Clara pair
Taylor Bedilion and Federico Mattioli
defeated G arrett height and Stacey
Meronoff 8-3.
Losing the doubles point was a dis
appointment for the Mu.stangs, chal
lenging them to win four of six singles
matches.
“They killed us last year, so this is a
huge win,” Tracy .said.

see MEN'S TENNIS, pege 11

Who threw the first pitch in
Florida Marlins history?
(Hint; He played in this
year's Super Bowl)
Submit answ ers to: jljackso& calpofy.m iv
Friday s question

Who held the single-season
sack record before Michael
Strahan?
Congratulations Tina Romani and Buck
B e ck e rll
BRIAN KENT/MUSTANG DAILY

Cal Poly's G reg Levy, a fifth -y e a r business m ajor, w on in doubles and
singles play in th e M ustangs' convincing w in over rival S anta Clara.

Sports editor Jacob Jackson can
be reached at 756-1796 or jljackso@calpoly.edu.

